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T O G E T H E R  W E  C A N

 Sharing the joy of being a Lion
Supporting our global foundation, LCIF
Thinking bigger when we serve
Advocating for local and global causes

To know Brian Sheehan is to know Bird Island, a small town
inMinnesota where family and community are nearly one and
the same. Families take care of one another, and neighbors look
out for each other.

As part of a four-generation Lions family, International President
Brian Sheehan has always had big ideas about service. His life
and career have been defined by family, small-town connections
and kindness, and a passion for innovation and teamwork as the
keys to creating ambitious solutions to the challenges we face.

Each of us can do so much good on our own, but Together We
Can make the impossible, possible. Because to accomplish big
things, we all need to roll up our sleeves and do our part. And
together, we can make our communities—and the world—a
better place for all people.

President Sheehan’s programs and initiatives will focus on four
key priorities for Lions International that are critical to our
mission of service.
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President Sheehan and his wife, Lori, also a Lion and Progressive
Melvin Jones Fellow, have two sons and two daughters. And in their
spare time, they have enjoyed raising many types of exotic animals.

We asked Presidents and Zone Chairs all over the District to tell us what
"Together We Can!" means to them... the results were amazing!  

We hope you enjoy the heartfelt stories on the 
pages to follow!  Thank you to all that shared!

https://lionmagazine.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Summer2022_LCIMagazine_00h.pdf
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Together We Can

These words means so many different

things to me. I believe first and foremost it

tells the story of our Lions’ family. We

aren’t just a group of people that hang

out together, we are a family that is driven

to make our world a better place through

helping others. Our connection to each

other is what makes our organization

great. It is what attracts new members.

These words also tell a story of what we

are capable of. You don’t see any sort of

limitations in the statement. You don’t see

any doubt. You don’t see any “We have

always done it this way” mindsets. When I

read these words I feel confidence

around our goals. I feel no boundaries on

what we will be able to accomplish. I feel

promise for a better world. I see a future

for my kids and their kids. The only thing

holding us back is ourselves. When we

realize that and remove those ties, our

potential impact is limitless. What sort of

impact will you and your club have? What

out of the box ideas do you have? Dream

big… because…together we can.

District Governor Chris Kovatch

Texas Lions District 2-S1

This what "Together We Can"

means to me…..
 

We can not do it alone. We are all so

better off if we include the team of

people. My entire life I’ve have

surrounded myself with people that

just gets things done. My personal

life, my business life and for sure my

Lions life. We can get so much more

accomplished if we don’t have to do it

alone, together we can get so much

more done. Together we can and

together we will!!

 

Make a great day!!

 

Lions Club International

President Lion Brian Sheehan
 

T O G E T H E R  W E  C A N

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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$42,000. No bands were playing, no

television crew was here, and there

were no parades. They came to do

what Lions do best, help in any way

they can in any place they can. And

the WE CAN spirit was in this small

town. With the help of all our Lions we

were able to carry on and show that

We Can rebuild, and We Can carry on.

I am proud to be a Lion serving the

community of Sour Lake and the

surrounding area. Remember WE CAN

do anything we put our hands and

Hearts to because our motto is "We

Serve". 

President Lion Jeannie Davis

Sour Lake Lions Club

 

I live in the small town of Sour Lake.

It's not difficult to get to know your

neighbors here. Most people know

each other, but usually mind their

own business. If there is a tragedy, it

doesn't take long for friends and

neighbors to show up and lend a

hand. In 2017 everyone in Southeast

Texas remembers Hurricane Harvey

and the devastation it brought. So

many people were flooded and even

lost their homes. Supplies had to be

flown in by helicopter because all

roads leading into Sour Lake were

flooded for days and no one could

travel in or out of town. But people in

this little town said, 'WE CAN"

recover. For months there was help

from family, the Red Cross, the

Salvation Army, and many

volunteers. But eventually those folks

moved on. Quietly and unobserved

our Lions were on the scene. $2000

was given to our club Texas Lions

Foundation to distribute to those

who needed extra help. LCIF gave 8

families $3000, and $18,000 was

given to HJ High School, for a total of 

T O G E T H E R  W E  C A N

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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“Together we Can” three small words
that encompass so much good for so
many people. Sadly our New
Summerfield Lions Club has went from
20 members to 12 due to death,
medical reasons and moving from our
area. We have increased our Lion
members to 13 in August 2022. As Lions
we take our motto “we Serve” very
seriously. N.S. Lions continue to raise
funds and continue to do service
projects. All our Lions are active in our
club. In the past year N.S. Lions help a
SPOT eye day for 86 students. We gave
3 $500 scholarships to N.S. student. Our
Lion paired with our Methodist Church,
a local Lake Stryker social group to
collect and distribute 16 baskets of food
complete with a ham or turkey. Our
members are involved in many areas of
service, from food pantries, recycling,
building ramps, cleaning cemeteries
and streets in N,S. in conjunction with
N.S. students in the honors program.
New Summerfield Lions firmly believe
club numbers are not as important as a
“We Serve” and “Together we Can”
attitude.
 
In Lionism
President Jerry Halpain
New Summerfield Lions Club

“Together We Can” – what a simple yet
powerful statement! This is the theme of
our 2022-2023 International President,
Brian Sheehan.

I was asked what these three little words
meant to me. For me, the simple answer
means that we as Lions can accomplish
more by working together. In our lives,
our clubs and throughout our state. It is
like trying to lift a heavy object, you
can’t when you’re alone, but have a few
extra hands and the heavy object
becomes manageable. There are so
many projects that can be
accomplished if we all remember that
working together will get the job done.
Together we can – accomplish all that
we set out to do, whether the job at
hand is large or small!

Lion Linda Gunstream
Zone 2
 

T O G E T H E R  W E  C A N

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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T O G E T H E R  W E  C A N

When I first heard our International
President, Lion Brian Sheehan, present
his theme of “Together We can, and
Together We Will,” my immediate
thought went to a quote from Hellen
Keller “Alone we can do so little;
together we can do so much.” IP Brian’s
theme is the epitome of what Lions are
all about. People helping people!
Growing our organization and serving
our communities go hand in hand. The
more Lions we have in our clubs the
more hands we have for service, and the
more service we provide, the greater our
service footprint is in our community.
“Together We Can,” tell me that no
matter how big the dream, if we work
together, we can realize that dream.
 
Together We Can!
Lion Chris Gunstream
PDG, District 2-S1
903-503-1894
Be the Key!
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HAPPY SEPTEMBERHAPPY SEPTEMBER  

LIONS OF DISTRICT 2-S1!LIONS OF DISTRICT 2-S1!

A WORD FROM DISTRICT GOVERNOR
by DG Chris Kovatch 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

PLANTING SEEDS

We are well into our Lions year and
have had lots of great activities as
movement in our district. I have seen
reports of service projects ranging
from vision screenings to food
collections. Our Zone Chairs have
been actively getting Zone Meetings
scheduled and helping our clubs
build stronger relationships. It is
amazing to see our activities really
get rolling. Our new website should
be out in the coming days will a
revamped feel and lots of great
content. It will be a living, evolving
source of information both for our
Lions and those interested in
becoming Lions.

This month’s article from me will
honestly be jumping all over the
place, but when inspiration strikes,
we must roll with it, right?

I wanted to touch on our
fundraising efforts that our clubs
utilize to fund their activities that
impact their communities.
Fundraisers are an important part
of what we do, but they shouldn’t
define us. The service we do in
communities is what should tell
our story. I think regularly
assessing our fundraisers and
more importantly our activities is
paramount to our success. If we
focus more on how to raise money
than we are on exacting change in
our communities, how effective
have we been? In past work
trainings the formula A x E=R has
been shared multiple times.
Activities times Effectiveness
equals Results. Take some time to
apply this to what our clubs are
doing. Are we doing activities?
How effective are they? Are
changes
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A WORD FROM DISTRICT GOVERNOR
by DG Chris Kovatch 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

changes needed? What results
are these activities yielding?
Could our impact be greater if we
tried a different activity? Do we
need to change how we
implement a current activity?
Asking questions and assessing
what we do will ensure we are
reaching our goals. It will ensure
that we are maintaining our
relevance and value to our
communities.

Now for the next jump.
Membership. We all know adding
members to our ranks is and
should be a main focus to develop
our clubs, but more importantly,
keeping our members engaged is
necessary for long-term success.
Our Lions need to feel part of
something. They need to feel that
what they do is making an impact;
that they are a force for good in a
time where we regularly see all the
‘bad’ that is happening. When was
the last time you invited to
someone to a meeting? What role
are you playing in dictating the
viability and success of your club.
Take initiative! Share new ideas!
Volunteer to lead a project!
Remember that while you are
doing all these things, invite old
and new members alike along for 

FUNDRAISING
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A WORD FROM DISTRICT GOVERNOR
by DG Chris Kovatch 

MOTIVATE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

PLANTING SEEDS

the ride. Delegate. Empower.
Motivate. Be a part of
reinvigorating Lions on your team.
Finally, I want to talk about time. It
is something that we all seem to
not have enough of. Please ensure
that we all are maintaining the
proper balance in our lives. We
should not have only a handful of
Lions having to own every activity.
Let’s share the love. We are all
volunteers. We need to remember
that. We are all trying to balance
family, work, church, and so many
other commitments. Let’s ensure
we are all delegating tasks. We do
not want Lions to feel
overwhelmed or that they are
alone in what we do. If you are
feeling this way currently, look at
what you can hand off duties wise

I am so excited for what the rest of
the year holds. I look forward to
Carthage and seeing everyone
again. I am grateful for the

again. I am grateful for the
opportunity to serve our District in
this role, and I am always here
should any Lion need any sort of
assistance.  Our leadership team is
in the process of making visits to
clubs in our districts. We look
forward to getting to experience a
meeting with the clubs in our
district.

Keep up the amazing work.  I
heard a quote this week that I
want to end with....

DELEGATE. EMPOWER.
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A WORD FROM DISTRICT GOVERNOR
by DG Chris Kovatch 

WE SERVE-
DG CHRIS KOVATCH

"DON'T TELL ME THE SKY'S THE LIMIT WHEN THERE ARE FOOTPRINTS ON THE
MOON"  THE ONLY LIMITS ON WHAT WE CAN DO ARE THE ONES THAT WE
PLACE.  THINK BIG.  BE INNOVATIVE.  STEP OUTSIDE THE BOX, AND THEN DO IT.



August 2022 saw our district add 20
new members (19 new members and
1 transfer in) and we dropped 16
member (5 due to death) for a net gain
of +4. For the year, we have added 31
Lions, dropped 34 for a net loss of -3.
We are getting better, and we need
every club to work on adding new
members and to really work on
reducing your losses. While it is not
easy, it really can be done. Please
make sure that we take the time to
care for our fellow Lions and most
importantly to make them feel
welcomed and valued. All of working
together, we can truly do great things
and we can realize tremendous
positive growth within District 2-S1!

Our first recognized membership drive
month is October 2022. Now is the
time to start planning your club’s
membership drive event. Take the
time to look at the Membership
Growth Toolbox. There are a lot of
great tools to help your club hold a
successful membership drive. I know
that each club in our District can use
the 
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GLOBAL MEMBERSHIP APROACH
PDG Chris Gunstream

the extra hands for service. And, each

member who sponsors a new Lion

during October 2022, and that new

Lion is entered into MyLCI, will receive

a MD2 2022-2023 Membership Drive

pin. These pins will only be given out

during the October, January,

February, and March membership

drive campaigns. They are special and

they are one of a kind!

Last month we started with Step 1 of

the Global Membership Approach,

Build a Team. This month we will look

at Step 2, Build a Vision. In this step we

look at our club’s strengths,

weaknesses, opportunities, and

threats. Strength and weaknesses are

those factors that are internal our club. 

Whereas opportunities and threats are

those factors that are external or

outside of our club. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

www.TexasLions.org

https://www.lionsclubs.org/en/resources-for-members/resource-center/membership-growth-event
http://www.texaslions.org/
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I like to think of strengths and
weaknesses as those things our club
does well and those things that our
club needs to improve upon.
Obviously, you cannot try and solve all
the issues in a single year, so you want
to pick from that list of strengths and
weaknesses, maybe the top 3 or 4
things from each to work on for this
Lions year. While I firmly believe that
opportunities and threats are
extremely important, I also think that
right now, we should focus on the first
two – strengths and weaknesses.
When we discuss strengths and
weaknesses, we are not talking about
how great the food is or that so-and-so
was not at the last service project.
What we should be focusing on is
those things that we do well like vision
screenings or back to school
programs and weakness are things
like no new member orientation
program or lack of membership
growth. This is just a brain storming
session and anything and everything
can be jotted down. It is from this list
that you will pick the areas that your
club wants to work on for this year.
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Even though the year has already

started does not mean that your club

should wait to conduct a strength and

weakness analysis. This can be done

during one of your club’s regular

meetings and, don’t you think that

your club is important enough to

make it one of your programs. From

the Build a Vision step we will move

into the Build a Plan. We will discuss

that process in next months

newsletter article. For now, get your

club to work on Step 2, Build a Vision.

Remember the ultimate goal is for

your club to attain Club Excellence

Award status!

GLOBAL MEMBERSHIP APROACH
PDG Chris Gunstream



We are asking for some help! Do you
think you might be interested in
learning how to develop new clubs in
your zone or how to rebuild a
struggling club? If you think you
might be interested, please let me
know. While our District is not huge, it
is a pretty good size area and getting
from one end to the other takes some
time. Our District Governor, Chris
Kovatch, would like to establish at
least 4 teams to help in the
development of new clubs and in the
rebuilding of our struggling clubs.
This is where we need your help! One
person cannot do all of this by
themselves, it takes a team of
dedicated Lions. We need Lions who
would like to Champion each of these
teams and Lions who are willing to
help with the work. Yes, there will be
some additional work but is will also
be rewarding work.

Finally, I want to draw your attention
to our Texas Tuesday Connections.
The Texas Tuesday Connections is an
excellent virtual learning platform
deve
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GLOBAL MEMBERSHIP APROACH
PDG Chris Gunstream

developed by Texas Lions for Texas
Lions. The Texas Tuesday
Connections is a one-hour webinar
that is held on the first and third
Tuesday of each month, from 7 to 8
p.m.  There is no fee or registration. To
make sure that you receive the link for
our Texas Tuesday Connections, just
visit www.texaslions.org, and register
to receive an email with the link or you
can click on programs, Texas Tuesday
Connections and sign-in from there. 

If I can be any help to you or your club,
please do not hesitate to contact me.
Remember, YOU are the KEY to your
club’s success!

Yours in Service,
Lion Chris Gunstream
Past District Governor
District 2-S1 GMT & GMA Champion
Be the Key!

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Hello Lions of S1, I hope your summer has
been an enjoyable one with family and
friends. As most of you know I am a PDG
from California 1999-2000 and there is a
program we did there that I thought would
be good to try here in S1. As we all know
attendance at club meetings and club
project could be a lot better than it is now
and it would mean a lot less work for those
who do show up. No club is immune to this
fact; however it might have a chance to
improve if we implemented a program called
Club Visitations. I have heard from long time
members who have had something similar
to this and while Covid has kicked the slats
out of clubs even meeting, here is an idea to
consider. 

Clubs sharing ideas of what they are doing
with visiting members from another club is a
great way to stimulate participation in not
only your own club project but helping a
neighboring club with one of their projects.
It’s a lot of fun, builds comradery, increases
attendance and makes new friendships
between members of a different club. Its also
a way to get more service hours for your
clubs in their reports to LCI.

Here is how it works for earning district
points, something that can be implemented
on a district level or just at a club level. A
club with 25 or less members needs at least
2 club members to make an official visit to
another club, a club with 26 to 40 members
needs at least 3 club members to make an
offi
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CLUB VISITATION PROGRAM
PDG Jerry Loos

official visit to another club. A club with 41
members and above needs at least 4 club
members for an official visit. Each official
visit gives that club 10 points towards a
Club Visitation of the Year award from the
District, usually a banner patch for the year
in which those visitations were
accomplished. Any visitations with more
than the minimum amount needed for an
official visitation gets 1 extra point in their
total for that visit with a banner patch for
most visitations.

This can be done an unofficial visit by
members of one club visiting another clubs
meeting or participating in one of their
service projects or fundraising projects.
Each of those visitations would garner 1
point. Most visits by a single member in a
Region gets a Short Tail patch and those
who visit all the clubs in the District get a
Long Tail patch for visiting all the clubs.
Do this for the award, or just do it for fun.
What will you get out of this, how about new
ideas on a service project for your club or for
helping another club with one of their
projects, meet new Lion friends. It’s a
thought I wanted to put out there to think
about.

Sincerely in Lionism
PDG Jerry Loos
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DG Chris Kovatch has goals set for
our district for this Lion year and all
of us need to do what we can to
reach these goals. 

The strength of Lions are the
individual clubs and their
membership and this strength is
what will make DG Chris and District
2-S1 successful.

Growth comes from the individual
clubs sponsoring new members and
working hard to retain existing
members.

During the month of August I had the
privilege of the following visits.

1- August 8 Polk County LEOS club. 
2- August 13 Vision screening
hosted by the Alto lions club. Besides
the Alto club they had support from
Rusk, Lufkin evening, Jasper
evening and Onalaska Greater.
Special thanks to Port Arthur
Founders and Beaumont breakfast
club for the trailer and set up.
3-August 16 Alto Lions club. We
discussed growth, retention, the
importance of local clubs and the
100% donations if possible.

NOTES FROM 1ST VICE DIST GOVERNOR
1VDG JERALD PETERSON

4- August 22 Polk County LEOS club.
5- August 25 Rusk Lions club. We
discussed growth, retention, the
importance of local clubs and the
100% donations if possible.

1VDG Jerald Peterson
+1-936-355-2752

What do you call a 
Lion In a Fancy Hat?

A Dandy Lion! 
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MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS
 

EBMEM RSH PI
MATTERS
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New Lion Club Sponsor

WELCOME TO OUR 
NEW MEMBERS!

 

Let us welcome our New Members - Aug 2022
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LOW VISION SCREENING REPORT
Lion Jennie Brady

 

Low Vision Screening (LVS)

On August 13, the LVS was held in Alto.
Nineteen District 2s-1 Lions volunteered at
this screening, including Lions: Sarah
Campbell, Larry Griffith, Edward and Tracy
Marshall, PDG D. Middleton, Jackie Miller,
Lijuana Ragsdale, Rick Ragsdale, and
Jimmy Selman (Alto); Billie and Robert
Blackburn (Beaumont Breakfast); Jennie
Brady (Jasper Evening); Martha French,
Barbara McBride, and Elizabeth Wulf
(Lufkin Evening); 1st VDG Pete and Shirley
Peterson (Onalaska Greater) and Les Lucas
(Port Arthur Founders). These Lions were
listed in order by club and then by last
name. Even 4 people were screened and
one person was referred to see a doctor for
a full exam. All 4 received some vision aide 

to help with their vision. Three people
received readers and the fourth received
bifocal glasses.

 The next LVS is part of the Jefferson County
Precinct 4 annual health fair to be held
September 17 in Beaumont. Details
regarding time and location will follow. Many
volunteers are needed for this screening. The
next LVS scheduled is located at the
Salvation Army in Lufkin on November 5
hosted by the Lufkin Evening Club and a LVS
is planned for October hosted by the Sour
Lake Lions Club. Details will follow. 

If you are interested in serving at these
screenings or have any questions, please
contact Lion Robert Blackburn at 409-656-
3011 or eyescreening2s1@gmail.com.

mailto:eyescreening2s1@gmail.com
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SPOT Screening: 
Shown on the recap below for each
screening is the date, the screening
location and city, the next column, total
number screened; the next column is the
number of people screened who are
referred to a doctor for a complete
examination (usually shown as
“referred”)

SPOT VISION SCREENING REPORT
Lion Jennie Brady
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SPOT VISION LION VOLUNTEERS
Lion Jennie Brady

Below is a table showing the names of Lions
who have volunteered at SPOT screenings
this 2021-2022. The names are listed
alphabetically by the name of the clubs,
then by name of the Lions. The Times
Served column is the accumulated number
of times the Lion has served. Many miles
were traveled during the year to the schools
in our District 2-S1 and hours donated
serving. The following Lions have
volunteered at least once this Lions year.

Thank you, 
each and every Lion who continues 

serving schools, 

day cares, and health fairs where you

are needed to help to find any child

who needs care with their vision.
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COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS
DISTRICT 2-S1
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COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS
DISTRICT 2-S1
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY DG CHRIS KOVATCH!
THANK YOU FOR ALL YOU DO FOR DISTRICT 2-S1 & THE COMMUNITY!!
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TRAIN RESTORATION
SOUR LAKE LIONS CLUB

SOUR LAKE LIONS CLUBSOUR LAKE LIONS CLUB  
TRAIN RESTORATION!TRAIN RESTORATION!

A HUGE THANK YOU TO OUR TRAIN COMMITTEE!!
CHAIRMAN LION BYRON DAVIS, LION RANDY RICHARD,

LION RONNIE JOHNSON & LION RICK JOHNSTON
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BULLETIN BOARD
 

  DUE$ 
  INCREASES
+$3 7/1/2023
+$2 7/1/2024
+$2 7/1/2025
   Total: +$7  

https://trucolorsartanddesign.com/product/lions-bootcamp-tee/?fbclid=IwAR05Tx4ko2CEi49QQUDwqXlaeJ3hIhAF3Esx0pEhA2rEhXE2uhw5To8GnkI
https://trucolorsartanddesign.com/product/lions-bootcamp-tee/?fbclid=IwAR05Tx4ko2CEi49QQUDwqXlaeJ3hIhAF3Esx0pEhA2rEhXE2uhw5To8GnkI
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CorpsTHAT works to connect the Deaf
Community and the outdoors through
education, recreation, and careers. The
non-profit was established in 2016 and
became a non-profit in 2018. It is working
in the Big Thicket as a result of grant
funding to the National Park Service.

Says Sam Bragg, Program Coordinator and
Crew Leader, “We are eager to continue
participation in the current dialogue on
how to create a diverse and inclusive
environment in conservation projects that
create more job opportunities for the deaf.”

The young adults providing hands-on
service to the Big Thicket National Preserve
come from the states of Maryland, Virginia,
California, and Maine as well as Texas, and
two claimed roots in Haiti and Africa.
Although crew members represented
different interests and talents in their
majors- business, math, art, and biology,
they all shared a passion for nature and
conservation and a desire for future
employment.

All were thrilled with the Historical
Walking Tour offered by the Sour Lake
Lions and the Big Thicket Association. In
the narration, which was supported with
photographs, history was compared to a
quilt top. All that is left are pieces and
choices. One can work together to
preserve something to pass on to future
generations, or treat the pieces like a rag
and lose it forever. Lions shared a picnic
supper to the hungry crew under the
Lions Park pavilion. Leela Batterson
served as interpreter. She was provided
through DragonflyIS, a Beaumont based
sign language interpreting service.

Lion Mary Catherine Johnston
District 2-S1 Environmental Chair

ENVIRONMENTAL NEWSLETTER
Environment Chair Cathy Johnston

CorpsTHAT Reaches Out in the Big Thicket 

LINK TO 
 SLIDESHOW

https://youtu.be/BgpVAcvKwUo
https://youtu.be/BgpVAcvKwUo
https://youtu.be/BgpVAcvKwUo
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LIONS EYE BANK OF TEXAS
PCC STUMP WEATHERFORD

International Award

At the August Council of Governors in
Kerrville PCC Stump Weatherford
received the International President
Certificate of Appreciation Award from
Texas MD-2 "TJ" Tijerina International
Director and International President
Brian Sheehan from Bird Island,
Minnesota.

PCC/PDG Stump Weatherford

Texas Lions Foundation

I want to thank the Lions Clubs of District
2-S1 for your 2021-2022 donations to
Texas Lions Foundation. The district
exceeded the goal of $3.00 a member. The
donations given by the clubs averaged
$4.00 a member. 

At the August Council of Governors
meeting in Kerrville PDG Daniel Shank
received the ED Flood Award and
PCC/PDG Stump Weatherford received
the Texas Lions Fellow Award.

Thank you 
2-S1 Texas Lions Foundation
PCC/PDG Stump Weatherford
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TLC WORKDAY APRIL 2023
 

Our Workday for April 2023 will be here
before we know it. We normally prepare
breakfast and lunch for all the workers at
the camp that Workday. We serve just
under 400 for breakfast and around 500+
for lunch.  Years 2020 and 2021 were
skipped due to Covid. We were back for
2022 with a reduced number of workers.
The team members really stepped up and
took care of business making it a
successful Workday. Thanks to all our
Lions who worked.

This project is a District 2-S1 project,
though the District has not vested any
funds to date. We ask all clubs to
contribute to this project so that we can
buy the food for the project. With the
increase in prices, we hope that $3000 will
fund the meals for 2023. Having skipped
2020 and 2021, we had funds for the 2022
Workday, We are running low and need to
replenish our funds before 2023.
Indications are that we will be able to have
a full crew. We will start signing up workers
in October for April 2023. We have not yet
heard as to the rooming situation, 
but hopefully we will be able to stay on
campus. We will advise when that
information is available.

This project started in 2005, with it being a
District Project for 12 years. It has been a
good project, with a lot of hard work from
our Lions and lots of sweet memories
made with fellow Lions.

WE NEED YOUR HELP - if your club can
contribute funds for this project, please
send your checks to: Beaumont Breakfast
Lions Club (Workday), 7195 Hurley Drive,
Beaumont, Texas 77708.  

Should you need more information,
contact me. Most clubs donate between
$50 and $250, depending on their
situation.

TLC has other activities available that you
can sign up for if you so choose. Contact
TLC if you are interested in working on
another project. You can sign-up online.

We appreciate each of you and your clubs'
consideration for this project. We need
your help. Clubs who donate and/or work
the project, can claim a service project for
1500 children. That information will be
provided.

Lion Billie Blackburn
Beaumont Breakfast Lions Club
7195 Hurley Drive, Beaumont, Tx 77708
409 673-0497 or (409) 898-3797
billieblackburn65@gmail.com

 

LION BILLIE BLACKBURN

mailto:billieblackburn65@gmail.com
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TUESDAYS CONNECTIONS NEWSLETTER
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TUESDAYS CONNECTIONS NEWSLETTER
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MD-2 MONTHLY CHALLENGE
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Official Club Contest Guide and RulesOfficial Club Contest Guide and Rules
Official School or Youth Group Contest Guide and RulesOfficial School or Youth Group Contest Guide and Rules
Participant Flyer to duplicate and give to participatingParticipant Flyer to duplicate and give to participating
students to take homestudents to take home
Sticker to place on back of winning posterSticker to place on back of winning poster
Certificates for contest winner and school or youth groupCertificates for contest winner and school or youth group

To sponsor the Peace Poster Contest, Lions clubs can order aTo sponsor the Peace Poster Contest, Lions clubs can order a
contest kit from January 15 to October 1. The kit is available incontest kit from January 15 to October 1. The kit is available in
12 of our official languages. A kit is needed for each contest12 of our official languages. A kit is needed for each contest
sponsored.sponsored.

Each kit contains:Each kit contains:

Order Your KitOrder Your Kit. . *To order a kit by phone, call Club Supplies*To order a kit by phone, call Club Supplies
Sales at (630) 571-5466 or 1-800-710-7822 (U.S., Puerto Rico,Sales at (630) 571-5466 or 1-800-710-7822 (U.S., Puerto Rico,
U.S. Virgin Islands and Canada only).U.S. Virgin Islands and Canada only).  

PEACE POSTER CONTEST
 
 

Order a 
Peace

Poster 
Contest Kit

 

The 2022-2023 Contest Lead with Compassion

https://www.lionsclubs.org/en/start-our-approach/youth/peace-poster
https://lionsclubsinternational.myshopify.com/collections/kits/products/ppk1
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LIONS INTERNATIONAL 
MARKETING AWARD

 

https://www.lionsclubs.org/en/resources-for-members/resource-center/club-marketing-communications-chairperson/marketing-award
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SEPTEMBER ADVERTISEMENTS
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